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The following news release is a response to the article in 
the Vancouver Sun, Thursday, April 24, UBC TO CUT COLLEGE 
TRANSFERS 

The provincial government should ask colleges to take 
total responsibility for the first two years of academic 
studies for arts and sciences and let the universities 
concentrate on upper academic years and research, says 
Malaspina College president Dr. Bruce Fraser. 

He was reacting to a decision by the UBC senate 
Wednesday night which will for the first time limit to 750 
the number of second- and t h ir d-year students entering the 
arts program from outside the university. 

"The twenty-y ear rec ord of success of students who 
transfer from British Columbia colleges to universities 
stands in stark contrast to the rationale presented by UBC 
to limit such transfers," Fr a ser said. 

He said that the UBC decision was taken completely 
without reference to the impact on the university's partner 
institutions in the B . C. system, and without any 
consultation. 

"The announced decision is a terrible disservice to 
students who are dependent on colleges for access to 
programs at UBC. While the success of Mal aspina's university 
transfer program is not dependent on UBC. this move will 
create uncertainty in the minds of many students." 

He said many students cannot affor d to take their first 
two years of university-level studies outside of their home 
communities. 

The community college system was originally proposed 
for that very reason by the MacDonald report in 1962, Fraser 
said. 

"UBC appears to be isolated from the practical 
realities of almost everyone else in the province," Fraser 
said. "Perhaps it is time that B.C. establishes that all 
first and second year university educati on be given by the 
colleges, with universities focusing on the upper academic 
years and research, which clearly seems to be UBC's major 
interest." 
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Fraser said that transfer students from B.C. colleges 
have a creditable record of success when compared to 
students who enter un i versity directly from high schools. 

"One of the major benefits of the transfer system is 
that it gives many deserving students a second chance in 
life, which is now in jeopardy." 

"In recent years, the number of students transferring 
from Malaspina College to the University of British Columbia 
has fallen. One of the r easons that this has occurred is 
that we have increasi n gly found it necessary to advise our 
students to seek transfer to more flexible institutions. 
Malaspina College students now transfer very successfully to 
the University of Victoria, Simon Fraser University, Alberta 
and Ontario universities and those in the United States." 

"The comment attributed by the Vancouver Sun to Dean 
Will that UBC does not wish to become a finishing school, 
seems inexplicable. Would he have the province return to 
the days prior to the MacDonald Report when the only real 
access to post-secondary education was for those who could 
afford to travel to UBC?" 

Fraser said that he can understand the difficulties 
faced by UBC in trying to maintain the quality of its 
instruction and res e arch after entering its fifth year of 
restraint. 

"What we cannot accept is that the leading university 
of this province would act so contemptuously of the 
interests of the lar g e number of students who begin their 
academic careers i n the colleges." 

Fraser said that he believes the ministry of post
secondary education should immediately conduct an 
examination of the feasibility of restricting the first two 
years of academic studies for arts and sciences exclusively 
to the college system of the province. 

"It may prove, upon closer examination, that early 
undergraduate studies can be delivered more efficiently and 
more effectively by colleges whose dedication is to 
instruction." 
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